A new type of bifurcation to chaos is pointed out and discussed. In this bifurcation two unstable fixed points or periodic orbits are created simultaneously with a strange attractor which has a fractal basin boundary 
b""= 2 b"mod2m, z"+i = nz"+ z"+p cos 8". Fig. 1 is the basin of attraction for the attractor z=+~. The blank region in Fig.  1 is the basin of attraction for the strange attractor. Also shown in Fig. 1 figure. consider Fig. 1 . We note that the upper basin boundary is located in the region 0.55~z~0.45.
As a crude approximation to the dynamics in this region we set z = P6+ 0.50, and linearized (3b) about z=0.5 to obtain 5", y 1 55"+cosh", which is the same as Eq. (1b) with A=1.5. The same crude argument can be used to make plausible the presence of a chaotic attractor. Namely, linearization of ('Sb) about z = 0 again yields Eq.
(1b) but with A. = 0.5. Kaplan Fig. 1 ).
Observe that the smallest z value on the upper basin boundary (denoted z~) occurs at b=0, and that the largest z value on the chaotic attractor (denoted z, ) also occurs at 8=0. As n increases, these two points mover closer together, until, at some critical value a = n, they first touch. We find numerically that a =-0. 6. Further, one can show that ( &, z) = (0, z, ) and (0, z~) 
